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The Sayings of Jesus. With Preface by Prof. James A. Robertson,
of Aberdeen, 1920. The Swarthmore Press, London. 169 P'P. Two
shillings sixpence net.

'I'he author does not give a full presentation of the sayings
of Jesus, though he has some from the Oxyrhynchus Papyri.
The Gospel of John is drawn on only in spots as not preserving
authentic sayings of Jesus. This will disappoint many readers.
The Authorized Version is used and there are brief introduc
tory sentences to the sayings that are quoted in probable chron
ological order. The book is full of suggestiveness, though it
represents a partial view of the whole.

A. T. ROBERTSON.

A Grammar of New Testament Greek. Vol. II. Accidence and
Word-Formation. Part II. Accidence. By James Hope Moulton.
Edited by Wilbur Francis Howard. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York, 1920. Paper bound. Pages I-\CIII, 117-266. $4.00.

Professor Howard is diligently and successfully pushing on
the publication of the work of the late Dr. James Hope Moulton.
Part III, Word-Formation, is still to come and then Vol. II will
be finished. Most of Vol. II was left by Dr. Moulton in a prac
tically complete form, but he did very little on Vol. III, Syntax,
except gather material. This is unfortunate, since for the New
Testament student syntax is of the utmost importance. When
completed, the work will be in three volumes with separate
indices. The publication of the work is coming at the time
when the cost is enormous. One shrinks from computing what
the total cost will be if a hundred and fifty pages (paper bound),
as in this instance, costs four dollars. But the publishers (T.
and T. Clark, Edinburgh) and Professor Howard deserve all
praise for pushing the work through so as to preserve the
grammatical researches of Dr. Moulton. Fortunately, Vol. I,
Prolegomena, contains the cream of his work, and that has
been accessible since 1906. Part II of VoL II gives the para
digms so. that students with no knowledge of Greek forms can
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